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Background: Epicardial adipose tissue (EAT) as amarker of metabolic disorders

has been shown to be closely associated with a variety of unfavorable

cardiovascular events and cardiac arrhythmias. Data on regional-specific

visceral adiposity outside the heart and its modulation on autonomic

dysfunction, particularly heart rate recovery after exercise, remain obscure.

Methods: We studied 156 consecutive subjects (mean age: 49.3 ± 8.0

years) who underwent annual health surveys and completed treadmill tests.

Multi-detector computed tomography-based visceral adiposity, including EAT

and peri-aortic fat (PAF) tissue, was quantified using dedicated software

(Aquarius 3D Workstation, TeraRecon, San Mateo, CA, USA). We further

correlated EAT and PAF with blood pressure and heart rate (HR) recovery

information from an exercise treadmill test. Metabolic abnormalities were

scored by anthropometrics in combination with biochemical data.

Results: Increased EAT and PAF were both associated with a smaller reduction

in systolic blood pressure during the hyperventilation stage before exercise

compared to supine status (β-coe�cient (coef.):−0.19 and−0.23, respectively,

both p < 0.05). Both visceral adipose tissue mediated an inverted relationship

with heart rate recovery at 3 (EAT: β-coef.: −0.3; PAF: β-coef.: −0.36) and

6min (EAT: β-coef.: −0.32; PAF: β-coef.: −0.34) after peak exercise, even after

adjusting for baseline clinical variables and body fat composition (all p < 0.05).

Conclusion: Excessive visceral adiposity, whether proximal or distal to the

heart, may modulate the autonomic response by lowering the rate of HR

recovery from exercise after accounting for clinical metabolic index. Cardiac

autonomic dysfunction may partly explain the increase in cardiovascular

morbidity and mortality related to both visceral fats.

KEYWORDS

epicardial adipose tissue, peri-aortic adipose tissue, multidetector computed

tomography, heart rate recovery, visceral adiposity measures
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Introduction

Epicardial adipose tissue (EAT) and periaortic fat (PAF)

are white adipose tissue but also have highly protective

functions for the adjacent myocardium and vessels through

brown fat-like features (1, 2). However, both adipose tissue,

estimated by multi-detector computed tomography (MDCT),

have been correlated with inflammatory biochemical makers,

aortic calcification, the severity of coronary artery disease

(CAD), myocardial remodeling, cardiac arrhythmia, and even

cardiovascular mortality (3–5). The pathogenesis of both EAT

and PAF has also been associated with paracrine function.

Local toxic effects of fat-related inflammatory cytokines on

contacting tissues, such as coronary arteries and aorta, may

promote atherogenesis and lead to an increase in adverse

cardiovascular events (6, 7). Additionally, intrinsic cardiac

autonomic ganglia and axons are concentrated within both

EAT and PAF pads (8, 9); modulation of these autonomic

ganglia can induce cardiac arrhythmia, which further the

potential for cardiovascular morbidity and mortality. It has

also been found that local inflammatory cytokines may

influence the function of nearby nerve ganglia (10, 11).

However, the exact relationship between both visceral fats

and the cardiac autonomic system remains unclear. Heart

rate (HR) recovery is a simple and easily available diagnostic

tool that reflects the cardiac autonomic tone and has been

discovered to be an important predictor of cardiovascular events

(12–14). Attenuated HR recovery after exercise termination

indicates either a decrease in vagal tone or an increase

in sympathetic activity. In this study, we aim to evaluate

the relationship between EAT, PAF, and the autonomic

nervous system by using MDCT and assessing HR recovery

after exercise.

Materials and methods

Study population

From 2005 to 2006, MDCT was performed for the

assessment of coronary disease in 156 subjects who attended

an annual cardiovascular health survey in a tertiary medical

center in Taipei, Taiwan (Mackay Memorial Hospital). A

thorough review of baseline anthropometrics and medical

history was conducted by a structured questionnaire along with

a detailed physical examination. The presence of cardiovascular

disease history included coronary arterial disease, stroke,

or prior hospitalization for heart failure. Hypertension was

defined as either systolic blood pressure (SBP) of more

than 140 mmHg or diastolic blood pressure (DBP) of more

than 90 mmHg. Diabetes mellitus (DM) was defined as

a fasting plasma glucose level of more than 126 mg/dL

or a casual blood glucose level of more than 200 mg/dL.

Complete body surface electrocardiograms from 12-leads and

routine chest films were performed for all subjects. No

subject showed significant coronary abnormality or obvious

stenosis (<50%).

Treadmill test

A standardized Bruce exercise protocol was adopted for

an exercise treadmill study. HR and blood pressure during

supine, standing, and standing with hyperventilation status

were recorded using digitalized software. The treadmill began

at 2.74 km/h (1.7 mph) at a gradient of 10%. At 3-min

intervals, the incline and speed of the treadmill were increased

by 2%. The maximum HR achieved was recorded and

calculated as the percentage of target HR [220 beats per

minute minus age in years], referenced to a value based

on participant age. Participants who could not achieve more

than 85% of the target HR were excluded. HR during

standing and hyperventilation status were compared to that

during the supine posture. We calculated the changes in

HR from the peak exercise stage to those at 3- and 6-

min post-exercise. SBP and DBP at 3- and 6-min post-

exercise were also measured and compared to the data at

peak exercise stage-derived maximal HR. All participants

completed the treadmill protocol and most of the participants

achieved the target heart rate and presented no strong positive

treadmill results.

Baseline anthropometric measure

All baseline characteristics and anthropometric measures,

including age, body height, body weight, body mass index

(BMI), and waist and buttock circumferences, were collected.

The standardized sphygmomanometer cuff-defined resting

blood pressure was measured under resting status by medical

staff blinded to the other test results. Body fat analysis was

conducted by measuring bioelectrical impedance from foot

to foot, performed by a Tanita-305 body-fat analyzer (Tanita

Corp., Tokyo, Japan) that provided a print-out estimate of

impedance and calculation of body fat. Metabolic scores were

calculated from the number of abnormal items defined by

the NCEP Panel III criteria (ATP III) based on measures of

waist circumference (Female >80 cm or Male >90 cm), fasting

glucose (>100 mg/dL), high-density lipoprotein cholesterol

(Male <40 mg/dL or Female <50 mg/dL), triglyceride

(>150 mg/dL), and blood pressure (>130/85 mmHg). A 0

score represented the absence of any abnormal metabolic

components, whereas 5 represented subjects with all 5 abnormal

metabolic components based on the Taiwanese population (15,

16).
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FIGURE 1

Multidetector computed tomography (MDCT) demonstrated regional-specific adiposity measures including (A,B) epicardial adipose tissue (EAT)

and (C,D) peri-aortic fat (PAF) in (A,C) axial view and (B,D) three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction. (A) The EAT was defined as the fat inside the

pericardial sac with pericardium labeled in yellow color. (C) The PAF was defined as the fat surrounding the thoracic descending aorta with the

region of interest labeled in yellow. In the 3D reconstruction of the (B) EAT and (D) PAF, where orange regions indicate visceral fat tissue.

Laboratory data acquisition and analysis

A Hitachi 7170 Automatic Analyzer (Hitachi Corp.

Hitachinaka Ibaraki, Japan) was used to measure glucose

level (hexokinase method), total cholesterol, triglyceride, and

uric acid. Lipid profiles including low- and high-density

lipoprotein cholesterol (homogenous enzymatic colorimetric

assay), blood urea nitrogen, and creatinine level (kinetic

colorimetric assay) were obtained by a Hitachi 7170 Automatic

Analyzer (Hitachi Corp. Hitachinaka Ibaraki, Japan). High-

sensitivity C-reactive protein (Hs-CRP) levels were determined

by highly sensitive, latex particle-enhanced immunoassay using

Elecsys 2010 (Roche, Mannheim, Germany).

Measurements of EAT and thoracic PAF
by using MDCT

Cardiac computed tomography was performed by using

a 16-slice MDCT scanner (Sensation 16, Siemens Medical

Solutions, Forchheim, Germany) as demonstrated in a previous

study (5). In brief, images were acquired from above the

level of tracheal bifurcation to below the base of the heart

using prospectively ECG triggering with the center of the

acquisition at 70% of the R-R interval during one breath-

hold period. From the raw data, the images were reconstructed

with a standard kernel in 3 mm thick axial, non-overlapping

slices, and a 25 cm field of view. Visceral adipose tissue of
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TABLE 1 The baseline demographic data of participants according to epicardial fat burden.

EAT tertile groups

Variables 1 (n = 52) 2 (n = 51) 3 (n = 51) Trend P

Fat amount (ml) <60.2 60.3 - 83.1 >83.1

Age, years 46.6± 8.4 49.4± 7.7 52.1± 7.1 <0.001

Female, % 19 (36.5) 12 (23.5) 11 (22) 0.192

Height, cm 164.7± 8.5 166.4± 7.1 166.6± 8.1 0.410

Weight, kg 61.2± 9.2 68± 8.7 72.9± 11.8 <0.001

SBP, mmHg 114± 15.5 117.1± 12.6 124.6± 16.8 <0.001

DBP, mmHg 73± 11.6 75.3± 9.6 79.7± 10.5 <0.001

HR, beats/min 73.6± 8.6 75.9± 8.8 76.8± 11.7 0.221

Body mass index, kg/m2 22.5± 2.1 24.5± 2.4 26.2± 3.2 <0.001

Waist circumference, cm 77.7± 6.7 83.5± 7.4 87.8± 8.5 <0.001

Waist-to-hip ratio 0.86± 0.06 0.89± 0.06 0.90± 0.06 <0.001

Body fat composition 24.6± 6.1 26.2± 6.6 27.5± 6.4 0.062

HTN History, % 12 (23%) 8 (16%) 23 (45%) 0.003

DMHistory, % 6 (12%) 10 (20%) 8 (16%) 0.529

Fasting glucose, mg/dL 93.4± 10.1 98.3± 16.9 102.5± 32.7 0.144

Post-prandial glucose, mg/dL 100.6± 23.4 116.2± 42 116.7± 54.4 0.102

Cholesterol, mg/dL 192.9± 28.2 186.9± 29 199.3± 40 0.609

TG, mg/dL 114.9± 60.3 133.4± 68.1 150.3± 100.2 0.038

LDL-C, mg/dL 126.4± 28.1 121.5± 26.6 131.4± 34.1 0.671

HDL-C, mg/dL 55.5± 13 51.4± 10.9 49.2± 13.9 <0.001

eGFR, mL/min/1.73 m2 90.5± 15.8 80.1± 14.1 80.4± 12.3 0.020

Uric acid, mg/dL 5.7± 1.5 6.1± 1.6 6.0± 1.2 0.257

Insulin, (µU/mL) 5.02± 2.53 5.22± 2.73 6.87± 4.78 0.140

HOMA-IR 1.16± 0.65 1.3± 0.78 1.86± 1.82 0.134

HBA1C, % 5.68± 0.39 5.87± 0.37 6.14± 1.25 <0.001

Hs-CRP (log) −2.89± 0.89 −2.68± 1.16 −2.4± 1.38 0.009

Pro-BNP (log) 3.18± 0.82 3.34± 0.75 3.31± 0.86 0.908

The data are presented as the mean ± SD. EAT, epicardial adipose tissue; SBP, systolic blood pressure; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; HR, heart rate; HTN, hypertension; DM, diabetes

mellitus; TG, triglyceride; LDL, low-density lipoprotein; HDL, high-density lipoprotein; eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate; HOMA-IR, homeostatic model assessment for insulin

resistance; HBA1C, glycated hemoglobin product; Hs-CRP, high-sensitivity C-reactive protein; pro-BNP, pro-hormone B-type natriuretic peptide.

EAT and PAF was quantified by MDCT using a dedicated

workstation (Aquarius 3DWorkstation, TeraRecon, San Mateo,

CA, USA). We traced the region of interest manually and

defined fat tissue as pixels within a window of −195

to −45 Hounsfield unit (HU) and a window center of

−120 HU. EAT was defined as any adipose tissue located

within the pericardial sac (Figures 1A,B). Thoracic PAF was

defined as the adipose tissue surrounding the thoracic aorta,

which extended 67.5mm from the level of the bifurcation

of pulmonary arteries (Figures 1C,D) with cranial-caudal

coverage of the thoracic aorta. Detailed methods conducted

in our laboratory for similar measures have been published

elsewhere (5, 17, 18).

Statistical analysis

Continuous data were expressed as the mean and standard

deviation and compared using a non-parametric trend test

(Wilcoxon rank-sum test) across ordered age groups with

categorical data expressed as the frequency and proportion of

occurrence in all subjects. Differences in baseline demographics

between groups were tested with a one-way analysis of variance

(ANOVA) test with categorical data analyzed by chi-square or

Fisher’s exact test as appropriate. The Wilcoxon rank-sum test

was used to estimate the trend of all continuous data and ordinal

variables across all ordered groups. Uni- and multi-variable

logistic regression models were used to determine the significant
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TABLE 2 The baseline demographic data of participants according to peri-aortic fat burden.

PAF tertile groups

Variables 1 (n = 53) 2 (n = 52) 3 (n = 51) Trend P

Fat amount (ml) <5.4 5.5–8 >8

Age, years 47.9± 7.9 47± 8.4 53.2± 6 <0.001

Female, % 22 44 46 <0.001

Height, cm 162.5± 9.1 168.1± 7.1 166.9± 6 <0.001

Weight, kg 59.4± 8.9 69.3± 8.7 72.9± 10.6 <0.001

SBP, mmHg 112.3± 16.2 119.9± 11.3 123.3± 16.5 <0.001

DBP, mmHg 71.2± 10.8 78.2± 9.6 78.6± 10.6 <0.001

HR, beats/min 73.4± 8.4 76.6± 10.2 76.1± 10.5 <0.001

Body mass index, kg/m2 22.4± 2.2 24.5± 2.3 26.1± 3.3 <0.001

Waist circumference, cm 76.7± 7.1 83.2± 6.3 89± 7.4 <0.001

Waist-to-hip ratio 0.84± 0.06 0.87± 0.04 0.92± 0.05 <0.001

Body fat composition 26.1± 6.9 25.4± 6.0 26.7± 6.3 0.981

HTN History, % 9 (17%) 12 (23%) 25 (48%) 0.003

DMHistory, % 6 (11%) 8 (15%) 10 (19%) 0.530

Fasting glucose, mg/dL 91.9± 10.4 98.9± 13.9 103.4± 33.2 0.010

Post-prandial glucose, mg/dL 112.7± 36.2 102.4± 30 119.2± 55.6 0.948

Cholesterol, mg/dL 189.6± 32.7 195.4± 29 194.6± 36.5 0.422

TG, mg/dL 97.2± 49.9 141.1± 66.9 159.1± 99.1 <0.001

LDL, mg/dL 121.5± 28.9 130.3± 27.7 127.7± 32 0.292

HDL, mg/dL 59.6± 14.3 49.6± 9.3 47.2± 10.7 <0.001

eGFR, mL/min/1.73 m2 89.7± 16.9 83.9± 14.4 79.1± 12.3 0.033

Uric acid, mg/dL 5.2± 1.4 6± 1.11 6.55± 1.5 <0.001

Insulin, (µU/mL) 4.14± 2.2 5.68± 2.64 7.3± 4.69 <0.001

HOMA-IR 0.93± 0.55 1.43± 0.82 1.98± 1.77 <0.001

HBA1C, % 5.67± 0.47 5.8± 0.33 6.23± 1.22 <0.001

Hs-CRP (log) 0.08± 0.06 0.11± 0.11 0.21± 0.23 <0.001

Pro-BNP (log) 41.1± 31.1 36± 52.2 37.2± 29.9 0.256

The data are presented as the mean± SD. PAF, peri-aortic fat. Other abbreviations as in Table 1.

factors in the prediction of HR recovery with individual odds

ratios, and significance (p-value) and 95% confidence intervals

were reported. All data were analyzed by the commercialized

software STATA 8.0 package (Stata Corp., College Station,

Texas). An α-value of significance for all analyses was two-sided

with 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.

Results

Baseline information

Among 156 consecutively enrolled participants (mean age:

49.3±8.0 years), two of them were excluded from the assessment

of the EAT because of the inadequate quality of the images.

The average EAT and PAF were 75.8 ± 29.1 and 7.5 ±

3.9ml, respectively. Tables 1, 2 list the baseline demographic

data based on EAT and PAF of the participants in this study.

With increasing EAT amount, the age and female gender was

increasing in a significant trend (p < 0.001). Anthropometric

data including body height, weight, body mass index, buttock

or waist circumferences, and waist-to-hip ratio all increased in

a significant trend across the EAT and PAF tertile groups (all

trends p < 0.001). An ordered increase in baseline SBPs and

DBPs and HRs was also observed across the tertiles (all trends

p < 0.001). While the history of DM showed a non-significant

association, hypertension increased in a significant fashion with

increasing EAT and PAF in our study (both p < 0.01).

We also demonstrated the association between baseline

biochemistry and PAF burden. Elevated fasting blood glucose

level, insulin, homeostatic model assessment for insulin

resistance, and glycated hemoglobin product were observed to

correlate with higher PAF burden (all trends p < 0.001). In

addition, both EAT and PAF volume also positively correlated

with serum triglyceride (both p < 0.05) and showed an

inverse relationship with high-density lipoprotein cholesterol
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FIGURE 2

The association between resting status heart rate (HR) including sequential supine, standing postures, hyperventilation, and the tertile groups of

epicardial adipose tissue (EAT) and peri-aortic fat (PAF) showed an increased trend though not reaching statistical significance.

level (both p < 0.001). Serum uric acid as well as systemic

inflammatory marker Hs-CRP were observed to increase across

the EAT and PAF tertiles (both p < 0.05).

The relationship between standard
treadmill parameters and both visceral fat
amount

Resting status HRs including those taken while supine and

standing as well as hyperventilation showed an increasing trend,

with a general trend toward higher heart rates in the third

EAT and PAF tertile groups (without statistical significance)

(Figure 2). In Table 3, we showed that maximal HR was

significantly reduced in the third EAT and PAF tertiles (both

p < 0.05). In Table 4, we showed that increasing both types

of visceral fats was associated with less of a reduction in SBP

during the hyperventilation stage compared to that during the

supine status stage (β-coefficient [coef.]: −0.23 and −0.19 for

PAF and EAT, respectively, both p < 0.05). In addition, there

were significantly inverted associations between PAF and HR

increase (β-coef.: −0.2, p= 0.014), with a borderline inverse

relationship between a larger EAT and HR increase (β-coef.:

−0.15, p = 0.061) during the hyperventilation stage compared

with that during baseline status. Finally, we also observed

that both higher visceral fats were associated with significantly

attenuated HR recovery at 3 (β-coef.: −0.32 and −0.28 for

PAF & EAT, respectively, both p ≤ 0.001) and 6min (β-

coef.: −0.40 and −0.34 for PAF and EAT, respectively, both

p < 0.001) from maximal heart rate after maximal exercise

(Figure 3).

Multi-variable models relating treadmill
parameters and both visceral fat amount

Table 5 further demonstrated the multi-variable

models with anthropometrics based on BMI between

various treadmill parameters and both types of visceral fat

burden. We observed that HR changes during standing

and hyperventilation from resting status had borderline

associations with PAF and EAT. There was a consistent

inverse relationship between the visceral fat amount and

HR recovery at 3 (β-coef.: −0.36 and −0.30 for PAF and

EAT, respectively, both p < 0.05) and 6min (β-coef.: −0.34

and −0.32 for PAF and EAT, respectively, both p < 0.05)

after adjusting for baseline clinical variables and body fat

composition.
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TABLE 3 The association of visceral adipose tissue and heart rate after maximum exercise.

1st tertile 2nd tertile 3rd tertile Trend P

PAF

Maximum HR, bpm 171.96± 9.47 173.10± 17.38 165.49± 11.42⋆※ 0.01

HR at 3min, bpm 113.26± 14.55 115.98± 14.58 113.43± 14.78 0.71

HR at 6min, bpm 101.27± 13.91 104.24± 13.14 105.25± 13.48 0.10

HR Recovery at 3min 58.70± 11.19 57.10± 12.28 52.06± 13.04 0.003

HR Recovery at 6min 71.41± 11.93 69.02± 13.17 61.70± 12.20 <0.001

EAT

Maximum HR, bpm 172.79± 1.45 171.10± 2.43 166.69± 1.62⋆ 0.01

HR at 3min, bpm 114.10± 2.02 114.94± 2.07 113.84± 2.11 0.99

HR at 6min, bpm 102.65± 1.85 103.32± 1.99 105.30± 1.98 0.27

HR Recovery at 3min 58.69± 10.98 56.16± 12.30 52.88± 13.80 0.022

HR Recovery at 6min 70.39± 11.22 67.53± 14.06 63.51± 13.22 0.007

The data are presented as the mean ± SD. PAF, peri-aortic fat; HR, heart rate; bpm, beats per minute; min, time interval since the termination of exercise; EAT, epicardial adipose tissue.
⋆ p <0.05 (compared with 1st tertile group).※ p <0.05 (compared with 2nd tertile group).

TABLE 4 The regression model for visceral adipose tissue with standard treadmill parameters.

Uni-variable with PAF Uni-variable with EAT

β-coef. p-value β-coef. p-value

HR changes as standing 0.10 0.210 0.09 0.297

HR changes as hyperventilation −0.20 0.014 −0.15 0.061

SBP changes as standing −0.12 0.156 −0.13 0.115

SBP changes as hyperventilation −0.23 0.004 −0.19 0.023

DBP changes as standing −0.09 0.284 −0.08 0.329

DBP changes as hyperventilation −0.10 0.203 −0.03 0.740

HR recovery at 3min −0.32 <0.001 −0.28 0.001

HR recovery at 6min −0.40 <0.001 −0.34 <0.001

SBP recovery at 3min 0.01 0.984 −0.07 0.409

SBP recovery at 6min 0.06 0.512 −0.01 0.962

DBP recovery at 3min −0.01 0.936 −0.07 0.406

DBP recovery at 6min −0.03 0.713 −0.07 0.412

PAF, peri-aortic fat; EAT, epicardial adipose tissue; coef., coefficient; HR, heart rate; SBP, systolic blood pressure; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; min, time interval since the termination

of exercise.

Discussion

To the best of our knowledge, this was the first

study to examine the association between PAF and

EAT and cardiac autonomic function in terms of HR

recovery from the peak exercise treadmill program.

We found that both EAT and PAF volumes exert an

inverted relationship with HR recovery, indicating the

potential adverse effects of both visceral fats on cardiac

autonomic function. The associations persisted even after

adjustment for clinical variables, anthropometric data,

and BMI.

Visceral fat, cardiovascular risk factors,
and cardiac autonomic function

HR is modulated by both the vagal and sympathetic nerve

systems. HR recovery within a few minutes after exercise

termination is a simple and easily available measure of cardiac

autonomic function. The period of HR recovery after maximum

exercise results from a combination of parasympathetic

reactivation and sympathetic withdrawal. An attenuated HR

recovery, indicating a decrease in the parasympathetic nervous

system activity and/or increase in the sympathetic tone,

predicts poor cardiovascular outcomes (12, 14, 19, 20). Previous
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FIGURE 3

Linear relationships among the epicardial adipose tissue (EAT), peri-aortic fat (PAF), and heart rate recovery at 3 and 6min from maximal heart

rate after maximal exercise.

studies have revealed an association between HR recovery and

cardiovascular diseases, including atrial fibrillation, CAD, left

ventricular diastolic dysfunction, and endothelial dysfunction

(12, 21–23). The association between HR recovery and clinical

cardiovascular risk factors, including hypertension, insulin

resistance, dyslipidemia, and obesity, was also noted (24, 25).

These conditions often coexist with increased EAT and PAF

volume as shown in this and other studies (3, 5, 26–28). Previous

reports have suggested that epicardial fat thickness measured

on echocardiography is associated with blunted HR recovery

(21, 22). However, their study groups were restricted to either

men or patients with metabolic syndrome, and only epicardial

fat over the free wall of the right ventricular was estimated (29,

30). Epicardial fat thickness measured using echocardiography

has been suggested to provide less accurate data than epicardial

fat volume measured using cardiac computed tomography (31).

In this study, using a previously validated MDCT technique,

we were able to estimate the total volume of both EAT and

PAF. We also extended the findings by demonstrating strong

correlations between both visceral fat burden and attenuated HR

recovery in a cohort of the general population who answered

a cardiovascular health survey even after adjustment for age,

gender, BMI, waist, total body fat, cholesterol, triglyceride, and

history of hypertension and DM. Our findings suggest that both

EAT and PAF are more influential than systemic adiposity in

cardiac autonomic function. Additionally, cardiac autonomic

dysfunction, indicated by blunted HR recovery, may partly

explain the increase in cardiovascular morbidity and mortality

related to both visceral fats.

Potential mechanism

Although the volume is small, EAT is a rich source of

free fatty acids (FFA) because the rate of FFA synthesis

and release in response to catecholamine is higher than

that in other adipose tissues (32). Elevated plasma FFA

level is known to alter the autonomic system by stimulating

cardiac sympathetic nervous activity in both healthy subjects

and DM patients (33, 34). Both EAT and PAF are also
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TABLE 5 The association of visceral adipose tissue and standard treadmill parameters on multi-variable regression models.

PAF, ml EAT, ml PAF, ml EAT, ml PAF, ml EAT, ml

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

β-coef. p β-coef. p β-coef. p β-coef. p β-coef. p β-coef. p

HR changes as standing 0.20 0.072 0.20 0.070 0.20 0.075 0.22 0.048 0.23 0.092 0.32 0.012

HR changes as hyperventilation −0.19 0.087 −0.08 0.448 −0.20 0.070 −0.09 0.403 −0.31 0.033 −0.18 0.172

SBP changes as standing −0.09 0.480 −0.08 0.493 −0.08 0.502 −0.08 0.512 −0.06 0.698 −0.05 0.708

SBP changes as hyperventilation −0.14 0.202 −0.09 0.431 −0.14 0.205 −0.09 0.440 0.05 0.734 0.09 0.504

DBP changes as standing −0.11 0.357 −0.07 0.530 −0.09 0.451 −0.05 0.69 0.01 0.990 −0.01 0.968

DBP changes as hyperventilation −0.11 0.358 0.09 0.456 −0.11 0.345 0.09 0.425 −0.12 0.278 0.29 0.033

HR recovery at 3min −0.39 <0.001 −0.32 0.002 −0.37 <0.001 −0.31 0.004 −0.36 0.008 −0.30 0.016

HR recovery at 6min −0.37 <0.001 −0.29 0.007 −0.36 0.001 −0.28 0.009 −0.34 0.010 −0.32 0.010

SBP recovery at 3min −0.05 0.679 −0.13 0.258 −0.05 0.689 −0.13 0.267 −0.08 0.605 −0.13 0.342

SBP recovery at 6min −0.08 0.511 −0.14 0.238 −0.09 0.426 −0.14 0.225 −0.27 0.069 −0.25 0.073

DBP recovery at 3min 0.12 0.307 0.04 0.706 0.12 0.309 0.03 0.765 0.14 0.229 0.01 0.991

DBP recovery at 6min 0.11 0.337 0.07 0.534 0.12 0.311 0.07 0.546 0.08 0.613 −0.08 0.549

Abbreviations as in Table 4.

Multivariate model 1: adjusted for age, gender, and body mass index.

Multivariate model 2: adjusted for age, gender, body mass index, hypertension, and DM history.

Multivariate model 3: adjusted for age, gender, body mass index, hypertension, DM history, serum TG, HDL, body fat, and Hs-CRP.

metabolically active tissues that secret cytokines and have

effects on other organs through their paracrine function (6,

7). Local toxic effects of fat-related inflammatory cytokines

on contact with tissues, such as coronary arteries, aorta, and

myocardium, have been found to promote atherogenesis and

fibrosis and lead to CAD, aortic calcification, and myocardial

dysfunction (3, 5, 7). Both EAT and PAF embed intrinsic

cardiac autonomic ganglia and axons, which innervate atria,

ventricles, and conduction system and modulate the HR (8, 9).

A previous animal study has demonstrated that interleukin-

1β, an inflammatory cytokine known to increase pericardial

fat (6), could modulate the excitability of ganglion neurons

through a paracrine mechanism (10). Tumor necrosis factor-

α, another cytokine released from pericardial fat (6), alters

the cellular function of sympathetic neurons (11). Adiponectin,

a protein secreted by adipocytes, can decrease the activity

of autonomic ganglia (35). Thereafter, the abnormality of

cardiac autonomic response manifesting reduced heart rate

recovery after exercise may also result from the pathogenic

effect of local inflammatory cytokines secreted from nearby

visceral fats.

Study limitations

First, this study design was cross-sectional and limited

inferences of causality. Second, the study sample was comprised

of Asian participants only, and thus it is uncertain if the

findings may be applied to other ethnic groups. Third, we did

not have complete HR recovery at 1 or 2min after exercise

in our database. However, a previous study demonstrated that

a decreased HR recovery, even measured 5min after exercise

recovery, was still predictive of cardiovascular mortality (13).

Our findings demonstrated that there were strong correlations

between both visceral fats and HR recovery at 3 and 6min

after maximum exercise. Fourth, we did not show how the

cytokines that are released by the adipose tissue are in

the different tertiles. The mechanism of increased visceral

adipose tissue impaired cardiac autonomic function needs

further study. Finally, we do not have complete data on

medications. However, the medicines that could influence the

heart rate or autonomic system, e.g., beta-blockers or calcium-

channel blockers, had been demonstrated to be independent

of the abnormal value for HR recovery in a previous study

(12). Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors may also have

vagomimetic activity but were proved to have no effect

on HR recovery values from 3 to 10min after maximum

exercise (36). Sodium–glucose cotransporter type-2 inhibitors

could potentially improve cardiac autonomic function but

were not available in the period of analysis. Furthermore,

we adjusted the HR recovery data for hypertension and DM,

which should help reduce any potential effect modification

by medications.

Conclusion

The association between both visceral fats and blunted

HR recovery was independent of traditional cardiovascular
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risk factors and stronger than more systemic measures of

adipose tissues. Our findings showed that cardiac autonomic

dysfunction, indicated by blunted HR recovery, may partly

explain the increase in cardiovascular morbidity and mortality

related to both visceral fats.
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